By 2022, every industry will have been transformed by digital technology. By partnering with
the dedicated teams at Aciety global network, human resource professionals can stay on top
of the IT talent landscape.

Who we are:
Aciety - a network of 1,600+ software service and product companies from Europe. We help you find the best match of:
The best company to finish your development projects needs
Dedicated developers to work full-time as part of your team
Aciety collaborates with startups, SMEs, and enterprises across all industries. In ten years, Aciety’s network has built thousands
of mobile and web apps. Our high-quality service benefits our clients, particularly when they attempt to hire traditionally, but then
the business can notice that scale is slower than their backlog grows. With Aciety, scaling becomes much more efficient, faster,
and similar to traditional hiring, just with a slight difference in how payments are done.

What do we do?

Schedule free consultation

ACIETY NETWORK

OUR STORY

TECH SKILLS

World-class dedicated developers,
project managers, business analysts,
UX/UI designers and many more.
Our partners work tirelessly to
ensure your business is positioned
for success.

Since 2014, we've been providing
software development matchmaking
services to businesses globally and
consistently match clients with top 3
best candidates (teams or individuals)
for their needs.

Our dedicated teams are capable
of automating operations and
managing digital transformation.
Aciety is a network of companies
that specializes in web, mobile
application
and
software
development.

1,600+

Software Companies

20,000+

Completed Projects

15,600+

Tech Competence

www.aciety.com

welcome@aciety.com

6 SIGNS YOU SHOULD DEFINITELY DELEGATE YOUR
WEB DEVELOPMENT

1

2
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When hiring is no
longer an option

When hiring needs
are temporary

When needing a
full project team

If a business just need programming
abilities on a short basis, the ideal
solution is to hire dedicated developers
or project teams on a temporary basis.

It is hard to build a full and sustainable
team, you can get the entire working team
at once, rather than slowly building it
yourself. Good both for short a nd
long-term projects.

The only way to scale your software
development is to delegate. If you
cannot acquire additional software
engineers to extend your company,
consider delegating the responsibilities to dedicated developers.
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When moving to a new
platform/language

When you experiencing
a talent shortage

When your business
spikes in demand

if you have a core team that works on
something, expanding it to new
platforms can be done by others (helps
retain scope in the team, while doing
necessary work by others too).

Finding the talent you require takes
time and effort to find and hire the
right person. The dedicated developers
could be a short-term solution that
enables you to hire a temporary team
to meet your deadlines.

A business with demand peaks can suffer
from inadequate staff or function
inefficiently by having too many team
members and not enough responsibilities.
The company pays dedicated developers
only when revenue is booming, leaving
full-time employees to focus on their jobs.
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+37063369460

WHY CHOOSE
ACIETY?
www.aciety.com

welcome@aciety.com

+37063369460

WHY 2022 IS THE TIME TO START CHOOSING YOUR
DEDICATED TEAM FROM ACIETY
This is a good opportunity to delegate to others your software development. Despite the
unexpectedbusiness disruption, software application development continues to be the
most frequently delegatedfunction across the dozen sectors of information technology.

TIMESAVING

COST
SAVINGS

LOWER
RISK

EXTERNAL
EXPERTS

WHY
CHOOSE
ACIETY

A recent study indicates that 60% of organisations assign some of their application
developmentoutside of the company, compared to 56% the year before. At this rate,
software subcontracting isprojected to be on a ten-year growth trend through 2025.
With Aciety network you will get access to world-class technology without hiring and
training additional developers.

FOCUSED
STRATEGY

TOP REASONS TO DELEGATE YOUR WEB DEVELOPMENT:
FLEXIBILITY
Skills Gaps

REDUCED TIME
TO MARKET

To keep up with the pace of digital transformation, businesses are augmenting their in-house development teams with
skilled dedicated developers. They are able to bring in much-needed specialised expertise at a lower cost than the
domestic market can provide.

Acceleration
Over 80% of businesses are accelerating development efforts to make their businesses more innovative, resilient, and
competitive in order to enter the market with new releases and updates.

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY

FRESH
PERSPECTIVE
BROADER
MARKET

Cost
Subcontracting software development is an extremely effective strategy to reduce expenses while retaining access to
highly skilled people that are familiar with the software development sector.
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AS AN ACIETY CLIENT, YOU’LL GAIN ACCESS TO:
The largest network of premium partners in Europe:

We vetted over 1,600 software development companies from Europe against more than 30 criteria and certified the top 10%.
Our established track record of successful partner matching:

Over the last decade, we've assisted thousands of clients in identifying the ideal partners for subcontracting or team
augmentation success. Aciety is on pace to service over 40 million EUR in projects by 2022.
Our experienced consulting and advisory services:
Our objective is to ensure that you get the most value possible from your subcontracting relationship. We have the expertise necessary to
assist you in increasing speed, controlling costs, achieving strong alignment, and achieving long-term impact from your software
development.

THIS IS HOW YOU RECEIVE THE TOP 5 CANDIDATES FOR YOUR
DEVELOPMENT NEED:

1
Let’s talk
about your
requirements

2
We scan the
network for
CVs and offers

Let’s talk

3

4

5

We present
you the CVs
and offers

You select the
candidates and
interview them

Onboarding
and
integration
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LOOKING FOR DEDICATED DEVELOPERS?
https://aciety.com/
THINKING ABOUT LEAD EXCHANGE
PROGRAM?
https://aciety.com/lead-exchange
BECOME A NETWORK PARTNER:
https://aciety.com/partners
TO DISCUSS MORE, PLEASE SCHEDULE A CALL:
Schedule free consultation
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